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The educational process has been defined, and its specific objec 
tives identified, by numerous authors. Hutchins (23, p. 67) writes: 
"If education is rightly understood, it will be understood as the culti-
vation of the intellect". 
Thus, he sees as an essential component of education the develop-
ment of the intellect or liberal study. However, he excludes vocational 
training from the college walls. 
A different emphasis is provided by McGrath (24, pp. xviii-xix) who 
speaks for general education when he says: 
Hence, 'generar education, concerned with the problems all men 
have in common, is distinct from the 'specialized' training 
addressed to the differences among them.--general education 
aims at developing whole minds--. 
Career education is another major source of educational objectives. 
To Hoyt (22, p. 2) 
the fundamental concept of career education is that all types 
of educational experiences, curriculum, instruction, and 
counseling should involve preparation for economic independ-
ence, personal fulfillment, and an appreciation for the dig-
nity of work. 
The educational goal is the preparation of the people for earning 
their living. 
Paul Leonard (24, p. 14) sees the significance of both general edu-
cation and specialized education. He says: "General education gives us 
the basic fundamental values and purpose of life. Specialized education 
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gives us the skills to carry it out". 
Despite the diversity of views expressed above, there is general 
agreement that a prime function of education is the transmission of 
knowledge, values and skills from one segment of the culture to another. 
If one thinks of the educational process as one of transmission, then it 
would appear that a condition akin to impedance-matching in the physical 
sciences may exist. That is, the relative success of the educational 
process may be controlled in part by the existence or absence of a com-
mon shared understanding between the instructor and the student as to 
the role or function of the subject matter in the student's curriculum. 
This point of view is expressed most clearly by Bevan (7, p. 9) who 
writes: 
One thing is certain: students and teachers live in the same 
world, are exposed to the same problems, and if they are re-
sponsive to the tasks in which they are enjoined, will know 
that they cannot succeed unless they work side by side with 
some clear understanding of what they are trying to achieve. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to report the results of a 
study designed (a) to develop a preliminary form of an instrument for 
identifying a student's conceptualization of the role of elementary 
physics in the undergraduate curriculum and (b) to examine the relation-
ship, if any, between that conception and the level of achievement in 
the study of physics. 
Background for the Study 
Numerous variables have been studied by many investigators who have 
sought answers to the problem of individual differences in course 
achievement; these include interest, ability, attitude, and motivational 
factors. 
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The achievement of students in a course is the desired outcome of 
learning. According to Lindgren (29), learning is the changes in be-
havior that result from interaction with the environment, and reinforce-
ment is the basic event that makes learning possible. The environment 
and reinforcement are the stimuli or conditionings of learning which 
arouse or motivate the student to be interested in doing or not doing 
something. Motivation has been classified as intrinsic or extrinsic. 
Intrinsic motivation is defined as a state in which the individual wants 
to do or learn something for its own sake. It presents values which are 
directly satisfying. A student solving a physics problem because of his 
curiosity is intrinsically motivated. Extrinsic motivation is defined 
as a state in which an individual does or learns something not for its 
own sake, but as a means of obtaining some desirable goal. For example, 
a student taking a physics course as a means of doing well in engineering 
or technology is extrinsically motivated. Teachers will be able to use 
motivation more effectively if they know the interests and needs of the 
student, since interest arises from the satisfaction of needs and from 
the realization of ambitions. 
The principles of learning mentioned above can be classified into 
two major families of learning theories: the stimulus-response theories 
and the cognitive theories. As summarized by Hilgard and Bower (21), 
the stimulus-response theorists tend to believe that some sort of chain-
ed muscular responses, linked perhaps by fractional anticipatory goal 
responses, serve as integrators of behavior sequences. They treat learn-
ing as a matter of connections between stimuli and responses. This im-
plies a learning by means of trial and error, cause and effect, or reward 
and punishment. The cognitive theorists, on the other hand, more freely 
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infer central brain process, such as memories or expectations, as inte-
grators of goal-seeking behavior. They emphasize problem solving as a 
means of learning. Stimulus-response theories and cognitive theories 
apply to different kinds of learning. Stimulus-response theory lends 
itself to greater precision and fits better with an over-all scientific 
approach in which human learning is just one part of the natural world. 
Cognitive theories, on the other hand, make more allowance for the power 
and flexibility of man's intellectual processes and the way which man 
deals with complex problems. As a result, some learning theorists 
recognize the contributions of both theories since they believe that 
more than one kind of learning can occur. 
Goals of the Study 
There are two primary objectives of this study. First, the develop-
ment and testing of a preliminary form of an instrument to identify the 
role of elementary physics in the undergraduate curriculum as it is 
sensed by students, teachers and academic advisers concerned with the 
course. Second, to investigate whether or not the success of students 
in the study of elementary physics is related to the way in which they 
perceive the role of the course in their c~r-ficulum and the presence or 
absence of an accord between student and instructor as to the role of 
elementary physics in the curriculum. 
The Physics 1114 (General Physics) Course 
The Physics 1114 course is a four semester-hour general physics ex-
perience. It is offered at Oklahoma State University primarily for 
liberal arts and technology students. The course consists of three fifty 
minute lecture-demonstration sessions per week and a laboratory program 
of two to three hours per week. A mathematics prerequisite of inter-
mediate algebra is imposed and trigonometry is restricted to definition 
of the trigonometric functions and solution of the right triangle. 
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Textbook for the course is chapters one through sixteen of College 
Physics by Miller (35) and the emphasis is on the basic principles of 
elementary mechanics, wave-motion, and thermal physics. A second course 
dealing with electricity, optics and some aspects of "modern" physics 
completes the sequence. The laboratory utilizes an "open" format and 
normally requires two or three hours of student time each week. Students 
select conventional experiments from a series dealing with elementary 
mechanics, wave-motion and thermal physics. The lecture sessions in 
Physics 1114 are always conducted by members of the physics faculty; 
laboratory sessions are under the supervision of graduate teaching 
assistants. 
Characteristics of Physics 1114 Students 
During the Spring of 1974-75, there were approximately three hun-
dred students enrolled in Physics 1114 at Oklahoma State University. 
Lecture sections averaged about fifty students each. There were more 
than twenty laboratory sections, with a maximum enrollment of 18 students 
per sectionc 
Students participating in this study were enrolled in lecture sec-
tions 4 and 6 under the instruction of Professor Samuel and sections 2 
and 5 under Professor Sander. The responsibility for the laboratory 
sessions was divided among nine·graduate teaching assistants. No attempt 
was made to control enrollment in anyof these sections and, as a result, 
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the sample involved in the study may be assumed to be representative of 
the continuing enrollment in Physics 1114. 
The students enrolled in Physics 1114 sections-2, 4, 5, and 6 come 
from several of the colleges of the University. The largest fraction of 
the students9 approximately 40 percent, were enrolled in the Technical 
Institute of the College of Engineering. Approximately 29 percent were 
enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences, 19 percent in the College 
of Agriculture, and 7 percent were in the College of Engineering, The 
remaining students were distributed-among the College of Business Admin-
istration, the College of Education, the College of Home Economics and 
the Graduate College. 
Approximately 38 percent of the students were freshmen, 35 percent 
sophomores, and 20 percent juniors. The remainder were seniors and grad-
uate students. Some 83 percent of the students are male and 17 percent 
female, 
Significance of the Study 
The elementary physics course is required of a significant fraction 
of the college·student body. Physics isbasic to engineering technology, 
engineering, and many branches of science. In addition, liberal arts 
students areoften required to complete one or more courses in the physi-
cal sciences. Physics is also an admission requirement for most of the 
American medical schools- (34) and for all American dental schools (2). 
Therefore, a majority of students enrolled in elementary physics courses 
are present because of some type of requirement; either a broad general 
education requirement, a more narrow major~field requirement or as a 
specific prerequisite to other courses in which the student expects to 
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enroll. These requirements-are established for a variety of reasons. 
Thus physics is sometimes pictured as: (a) a "tool" course presenting 
factual information without-which the student cannot expect to succeed 
in subsequent courses; (b) a true liberal arts discipline concerned with 
the codification·· and explanation of physical law--a course akin to the 
study of natural philosophy; or as (c) a preparation for living in a 
technological world -of ever·· increasing complexity. 
The present· research· represents an attempt to investigate whether 
or not a student's relative success in elementary physics is affected by 
such factors as (a) the presence or absence of a clearly defined under-
standing on the part of the student of the role of elementary physics in 
his curriculum, and (b) the relative agreement of student, academic ad-
viser and physics·instructor·as to the role of physics in the undergradu-
ate program.·· Should relationships of this type be found in the experi-
mental sample; the results can reasonably be extended to all Physics 1114 
students at OklahomaState·University·and, most probably, to students 
enrolled in the subsequent Physics 1214 course~ This represents a total 
student enrollment· in excess of 1000 students per year. 
The results of·the investigation may reasonably be expected to shed 
some light on such problems as student· drop--out and failure, the relative 
successor lack of success of some individuals as teachers, the need for 
specific formulation and communicationof·theobjectives of a course of 
instruction,-and the-need·or feasibility of multiple sectioning of 
Physics 1114 on the basis·of student· interests or major field of study. 
To a limited extent·the·study may even serve· as a test of the validity 
of the rationale which underlies the requirement of physics in the curri-
culum. It· is hoped·that this study will form the foothold for a more 
inclusive study in the·area of learning outcome specification for ele-
mentary physics courses. 
Limitations of the Study 
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The results of this research may be generalized, but are basically 
products of those students enrolled in Physics 1114, sections 2, 4, 5, 
and 6, during the Spring semester of 1-975 at Oklahoma Stat~ University. 
Any application of the conclusions drawn from the study to other popula-
tions should be interpreted with care. 
There is no attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of either the 
Physics instructors of the lecture sections or the instructors directing 
the laboratory sections. 
In the study, the "concept of the role of physics" is identified by 
the individual student 1s; instructor's or academic adviser's response to 
a thirty-item inventory as described more-completely in Chapter III. 
Such factors as grade-point average, withdrawal rate, failure rate, and 
percent of students receiving satisfactory grades are used as indicators 
of "student success" in elementary physics. This is a crude and not al-
together satisfactory criterion of success because it ignores the intan-
gible benefits which derive to the student--benefits which are not nec-
cessarily revelaed in course examinations and grades. Nevertheless, 
until course objectives are specifically written to include such values 
and evaluation techniques are developed for assaying them, we must con-
tinue with the more limited interpretation of success or accomplishment. 
Clarification of Terms 
Each of the following words or phrases has a specific meaning in 
this study--a meaning which may or may not be in accord with the more 
common usage of the term. 
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A Topic Inventory: This refers to an instrument developed to col-
lect information about the "concept of the role of physics in the cur-
riculum" as seen by students, instructors and academic advisers. The 
instrument consists of thirty itemso Each item requires the respondent 
to choose between two suggested· topics the one which is the more appro-
priate for inclusion in the elementary physics course. The Topic Inven-
tory is attached to this thesis as Appendix B. 
The Concept of the·Role of Physics: This refers·to a perception, 
expectation or understanding on the part of the student or other indi-
vidual as to the role to be played by elementary physics in the under-
graduate curriculum. In this study, three broad conceptualizations of 
physics are utilized; they are: (a) physics as a "tool course" present-
ing factual information needed by thestudent in subsequent courses; (b) 
physics as a true liberal arts disciplineconcerned·with the codifica-
tion of physical law--a course akin to the study of natural philosophy; 
and (c) physics as a preparation for living in a technological world of 
ever-increasing complexity. The "concept of the role of physics" for an 
individual is defined by means of the Topic Inventory as described in 
Chapter III. 
TC Student/TC Group: A student or group of students who conceive 
the elementary physics course as a tool course. 
LA Student/LA Group: A student or group of students who conceive 
the elementary physics course as a true liberal arts course. 
PL Student/PL Group: A student or group of students who imagine 
the elementary·physics course to be a preparation for life in a tech-
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nological society. 
UC Student/UC Group: A student or group of students whose re-
sponse(s) to the Topic Inventory indicate(s) a complete absence of affil-
iation with one of the three groups above. 
GPA; Grade·Point Average: This is an index of academic achievement. 
In the case of·the students at· Oklahoma· State University, it refers to a 
four-point scale: A = 4.0; B = 3.0;- C = 2.0; D = 1.0; F or W = 0.0. 
Achievement: This is the letter grade received by the student in 
the elementary physics course. 
Satisfactory Grade: For the purpose of this study, the grades of 
A, B, and C are defined as satisfactory grades. 
Unsatisfactory Grade: The grades of D, F and W are defined as un-
satisfactory grades. 
Withdrawn (W): ·The grade of Wis assigned to a student who termin-
ates his or her enrollment within the semester. 
Laboratory Incomplete (I): This refers to the student who does not 
meet the minimum requirements of the· laboratory part of physics but 
otherwise completes the course. 
ElementaryPhysics Course: ·Unless otherwise specified, this refers 
to the Physics 1114 course as offered at Oklahoma State University. 
Basic Assumptions 
It is assumed, in initial justification of the study, that the ex-
perimental sections of Physics 1114 are representative of other sections 
and hence conclusions of the study are equally applicable to other stu-
dents in both current and future semesters. 
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It is taken for granted that-students, asked to respond to the 
Topic Inventory, -will do· so both· honestly and·· intelligently. Further, 
it is assumed that the different classifications resulting from the stu-
dents' ·responses represent-real· and-meaningful differences· in their ex-
pectations· and· conceptualizations· of·- the course they are undertaking. 
The .. Topic·Inventory asks-that·students check or identify areas of 
study·· that ·would be· "most beneficiai· or appropriate· for you". It is a 
basic·assumption·of this·study·that a strongparallel exists between 
what·a student· expects to find-ina particular course and what he be-
lieves·would be·most·beneficial to him. 
Finally; it is assumed that such factors as grade point average, 
percent of students receiving- satisfactory grades, and relative frequency 
of incomplete or withdrawal· grades are valid, if limited, measures of 
academic success. 
Organi~at1an·ef the Study 
Chapter· I has presented an·introduction·to the investigation to be 
undertaken. It includes a brief background statement for the study, a 
discussion of the significance and limitations·· of the study, a clarifi-
cation of -some technical· terms·- employed and an identification of certain 
basic assumptions underlying the study. 
Chapter II provides a review of selected· literature pertinent to 
the study. 
The·design and methodology· of the study, including a description of 
the research instruments, methods of data collection, and the statisti-
cal analysis employed, are covered in Chapter III. 
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Chapter IV presents· the formal statement of the research hypotheses, 
the statistical analysis of· the data·;· and the results of the study. 
Following· in· Chapter-V is a brief summary· of the study together with 
conclusions drawn· from·· the study and recommendations for future investi-
gation. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF SELECT·ED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The elementary· phys1cs ··course provides a basic introduction to the 
subject· matter- of physics· for students majoring in various disciplines. 
A amjority of· students enrolled in this course are present because of 
some type· of requirement; either as a specific prerequisite to other 
courses in which the student expects to enroll, a broad general education 
requirement, or a more narrow major-field requirement. 
Since the purpose of this study is to investigate whether or not 
the success of students in· elementary physics is related to the presence 
or absence of a well-defined conceptualization, by the student, of the 
role of physics in the curriculum or to the relative agreement between 
student, instructor andacademic adviser as to the role of physics in 
the undergraduate program,·· it seems appropriate to include in the review 
of the literature information concerning: (a) the status of the elemen-
tary physics course in American Colleges and Universities, (b) the role 
of physics·inundergraduate curricula and (c) factors influencing stu-
dents' success·in the study of physics. 
The Status of the Elementary Physics Course 
In today's technical world· almost every contribution to human living 
owes its development, at least in part, to the science of physics. So 
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the elementary· course in physics with a· good introduction to the idea, 
concept, and method·· of· science· should· be an essential feature of the ed-
ucation of-every·college-student,·regardiess of their future career ob-
jectives. 
In·order·to accommodate·stud-ents·withdiffering professional objec-
tives·and with a wide range of mathematics background, many kinds of 
courses have·evolved under the general·title 11 Introductory Physics". 
Boercker (8)·reported a survey· conducted by the American Institute 
of Physics in 1962-63 of the enrollments in· introductory physics courses 
during the academic year 1961-62. Enrollments were reported by type of 
institution as follows: The institutions which grant doctor's degrees in 
physics enrolled 82,000 first-semester and first-quarter students. 
Master's degree·institutions enrolled 28,000 and bachelor's degree in-
stitutions 42,000. In addition, 38,000 students were enrolled in ele-
mentary physics in·institutions which do not grant degrees in physics. 
The survey also showed that over one-third of the· introductory physics 
enrollment was in·courses designed for physics majors and engineers. 
Students·not-specifically requiredto take physics are not enrolling in 
significant numbers•·· Boercker concluded in his report that the intro-
ductory college physics·· course is fulfilling a preprofessional function, 
but is failing its·general·education function. 
Extensive data are collected at1Ld reported regularly concerning the 
numbers·of·undergraduate and·graduate physics majors in American col-
leges and-universities. The· absolute numbers of such students increased 
regularly from 1950 through 1965, although the number expressed as a 
percent of-college enrollments dropped slightly. Beginning about 1967, 
an economic recession and a· cutback in physics-related job opportunities 
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led to a decrease·inthe number of students majoring in physics at the 
undergraduate level. In addition to these lost job opportunities, Ellis 
(12) associates-the dropping enrollments with an increased student in-
terest in social problems, mathematic:s ·difficulties, and poor college 
physics teaching. This trend toward a decreasing number of physics 
major enrollments appears to have-continued through 1972. 
The same· factors which led to a decrease in the number of physics 
majors alsoapply·to engineering students, and the number of enrollments 
in engineering physics courses dropped drastically between 1967 and 
1972. However, at the same· time there was a growth in two and four year 
technology programs (5) and· in the social sciences. These disciplines 
contribute·significantly·to the non-calculus level beginning physics 
course enrollments. As a result, the total enrollment in elementary 
physics (both calculus andnon-calculus levels) has been fairly stable. 
At the present·time approximately 5 percent of all students at Oklahoma 
State University are enrolled in an-elementary physics course each semes-
ter. This is· probably representative of most large state univers.ities. 
The Role of Physics in Undergraduate Curricula 
Physics in General Education 
Rogers (40, p. 4) writing about the essential nature of physics in 
general education programs says: 
I am thinking about our y()ung people at a later age, not 
when they are learning physics :i but ten or twenty years later 
when they are out in the world doing other work than science. 
They will have to work with sc:lentists, employ scientists, 
make decisions about scientists, talk to their children about 
science, and they will live in an intellectual environment 
where science-plays a very important philosophical part. Ten 
years after school or university, non-scientists will not re-
member the~ facts· 0f·· physics· clearly; but if· they understood 
science they will retain some sympathetic understanding. And 
they will be able to read more science on their own--. 
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In general education, we need not start the training of prefession-
al scientists (that can be done much faster once the vocation is chosen); 
we need not tcy to equip· everyone wit:h a lot of scientific knowledge 
(that can be stored in books or left to the professionals); but we do 
need to give an understanding of science and its contributions to the 
intellectual, ·spiritual, and physical aspects of our lives (39). 
The· introductory physics course is not as popular for the non-
science student as other introductory science courses. A large number 
of college·students shy away from taking physics simply because other 
students have told them what a "hard course" it is. In addition many 
physics instructors put almost·all their efforts into teaching the small 
minority of students who·major in physics or a related science. As we 
can see from the statement of Conant (10, p. 1): 
The present college· courses in physics, chemistry, and 
biology- by necessity are arranged primarily as a foundation for 
more advanced work. Therefore, they do not fulfill the func-
tion of·providing for the non-scientific student an adequate 
introduction to the methods by·which knowledge has been ad-
vanced· in modern times. Such courses fail to meet the educa-
tional requirements for the non-scientific student both be-
cause they require too much detail as a basis for subsequent 
scientific courses,·· and also for another reason closely re-
lated to the complexitiesof our·modern industrial society. 
Those·· who .. gi.ve~ such· courses;· and· r·· am· ref·erring in particular 
to physics-and chemistry, feel that they must cover those 
branches of the sciences which are concerned with everyday 
applications and also must refer to the most recent discover-
ies. As a result·a rather superficial treatment of many phases 
of physics and chemistry cannot be avoided. 
Rabinowitch (37,·p.·23) calls for·wider teaching of physics, chem-
istry, and biology on all levels, but above all, for integration into 
general education. He issues the challenge: 
The central problem of-higher education is how to bring 
up new generations, fit to live as individuals and as citi-
zens. Thechanging habitat which science is creating for 
them involves not only education in science, but perhaps 
even· more importantly·,·· education· about science-the develop-
ment of understanding- of-what scienc·e is about, what it can 
(and what-it cannot}-do; appreciation of the role of science 
in·past historyand·its likely rolein the future; of how 
its revolutionary force can be best used in the framework of 
a stable·democratic society and how this society can be 
adapted to the rapid·changes in style, circumstances, accom-
plishment, and dangers·of life a.s science changes and shapes 
it. 
In the same point of-view, Stewart (45, p. 132) recommends to 
physics instructors that: 
It is time for those of us teaching physics to undergrad-
uates to reconsider what we are about. In our teaching are we 
guided primarily by what is professionally rewarding, or are 
we considering what needs to be done and doing it? What most 
needs to be done, it seems· to me, is to develop in a majority 
of undergraduates an understanding of our science, its central 
concepts and characteristic processes, its revolutionary im-
pact and the satisfactionsit affords its pursuers. 
·Strassenburg (46, p. 39) gave a strong argument for two seperate 
introductory science courses, one for non-science majors and the other 
for those whose majors are in the sciences. 
thegeneral education studentsof science should not be mixed 
in the classroom with students who do plan to apply their 
scientific training·to theirspecific goal of becoming scien-
tists.•-The two groups of students have had entirely differ-
ent experiences from early ages onward. One group has tinker-
ed with·mechanicai gadgets and been intrigued by mathematical 
puzzles. ··The other has found m·ore satisfaction studying lit-
erature or the finearts, or trying to understand the social 
relationships among human beings. I do not see how at the 
college level one can adequately serve the needs of both 
groups in a common course. 
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In- those· colleges~ and· un1:versi1:ies·with- a· strong program of general 
education,·physics·is frequently combined with chemistry and earth 
science and offered as a physical sc~ience course. A good reason for 
combining courses in elementary sciEmce was given by Rogers ( 39, p. 17) : 
The choice between several sciences and a single one is 
not so severe as it sounds. Comparing two actual single-
science courses, one in chemistry and the other in physics, I 
find at least 30 percent of the topics are common to both. 
And the physics course extends into astronomy as well as chem-
istry till·it is·hardly distinguishable from a 'physical 
science--'. 
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Elliott (11, p. 1) has conducted many studies about physics educa-
tion. One was concerned with the attitudes and perceptions of students 
toward physics. He says· about the essential role of physics in prepara-
tion for life: 
When so many young people avoid physics courses while os-
tensibly ·preparing themselves for living in a world whose very 
survival depends upon sound decisions about scientific prob-
lems, it is time to closely examine the attitude and percep-
tions students hold of physics. 
Elliott used all students enrolled in all sections of a three-
quarter sequenced, introductory general physics course offered at Cali-
fornia State Polytechnic College,· San Luis Obispo,· during the Winter 
Quarter, 1971 as the sample for his study. He concluded· that physics 
courses attracted few women, and were not as well-liked as mathematics. 
Physics and mathematics have about the same difficulty but twice as many 
students enrolled in mathematics as enrolled in physics. 
Physics in Pre-professional Education 
Physics· is· a requirement-- for admission to many American profession-
al schools·· such as medical school, dental schools and veterinary schools. 
This is due in part to the fact that elementary physics is a basic course 
without which the student cannot succeed in some of those professional 
curricula. For example, optics is necessary for the optometrist and a 
knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages of X-rays is very important 
to the medical doctor, veterinarian or dentist. In addition, there are 
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many· studies··· indicating~ that success . of students in elementary physics 
is a valid·predictor·of·the·later success of those students in the pro-
fessional schools. 
Layton (28) and Luther (31) studied the prediction of students' 
achievement in thefirst year of theCollege of Veterinary Medicine. 
They found·that the·physics or physic:al science grades the students re-
ceived in the pre-veterinary program were one of the best predictors of 
students' achievement in veterinary medicine. 
Luther (30) made another study in 1966 concerning the relationship 
between courses in physics, chemistry, botany, zoology, and English 
takenin thepre""veterinary program and the grade point average at cer-
tain junctures in the veterinary medical program. One hundred sixteen 
students who were meeting acceptable standards of academic performance 
in the professional curriculum of the College of Veterinary Medicine in 
the school year 1962-63 at Oklahoma State University were utilized in 
the study. She found that the relationships for the science courses with 
the various criteria were positive and moderate. She noted that the re-
quirement to do well in physics seemed to be critical for performance at 
all levels in veterinary medicine. 
Physics in Engineering and Technology Curricula 
Physics and engineering have undergone revolutionary changes during 
the past century both in their individual development and in their inter-
action one with the other. The early physicist worked with relatively 
simple equipment and with concepts based primarily upon his mechanical 
experience. As a rule he worked with no or few assistants in a small 
laboratory or at a desk. But the early engineer practiced his profession 
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of building· roads; bridges,·buildings-;on the basis of empirical knowl-
edge·and experience; passed down from generation to generation. The 
physicist in his quest for knowledge often may confine·his study to one 
problem at a time; but·the·engineer must solve all problems in one inte-
grated design synthesized from his knowledge of many disciplines. There-
fore, the engineer needs a broad undE~rstanding of the fundamentals of 
physics and other sciences·whether they have immediate application or 
not. He must be able to grasp the implication of new discoveries and 
the developing concepts of nature and be able to respond to the enthusi-
asm and stimulation of the creative scientist. According to the report 
of a Committee of the American Institute of Physics (41, p. 12): 
The role of physics in engineering education is not a 
static one. It must respond and evolve with the momentous 
changes in both engineering and physics which are occurring 
continually. The predominant reliance of early engineering 
upon art is giving way to a modern technology based squarely 
upon the physical sciences. Since the beginning of this 
century we have seen as much progress in physics as had been 
obtained in the whole previous history of mankind. Yet the 
obvious and enormous increase in subject matter of modern 
physics is not the most significant factor relating to the 
aim of instruction in physics in the education of engineers. 
On·the contrary, the cardinal aim should be that of impart-
ing to the student a point of view, an attitude of mind, 
and a capacity to deal with the principles and methods of 
analysis of·contemporary physics, for, without training and 
experience in these modes of thought, neither physicist nor 
engineer will prove competent to deal with the emerging 
problems of science and technology. 
The American Institute of Physics report also recommends the ways 
of improving the role of physics in engineering education as follows: 
(1) Early contact of engineering undergraduate with physics, 
(2) Increased participation of research-minded professors in 
undergraduate teaching, 
(3) Introduction of more challenging experiments in laboratory 
instruction, and 
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(4) Greater emphasis, particularly in· textbooks of general physics, 
on ideas, principles; and methods. 
The same· report·· further· demonstrated· that the time· devoted to phy-
sics in the engineering· curriculum varies within wide margins. In sever-
al strong·institoti.ons9 two· years are devoted to a general physics course 
amounting·· to as much as·· 11 to 20 semester hours. In many cases the time 
assigned to physics·has been substantially increased over the past dec-
ade and there is an apparenttrend in this direction. Nevertheless, the 
program of· physics most commonly found in engineering colleges is a 
course of 8; 10, or 12 semester hours. 
Physics serves as a required and supporting course for the engineer-
ing major. Several educators have used grade point average in general 
physics courses to predict students' success in the engineering program. 
Siemens (44) tried to forecast the academic achievement of engineering 
students of the University of California. As part of his study, he used 
a regression analysis to predict the upper division grade point average 
based·· on average grade in college physics, average grade in college 
chemistry, average grade in college mathematics, and lower division over-
all grade point average. He obtained a value of 0.8 for the multiple-R. 
The importance of physics as a foundation for technology is well 
established. Ac~ording to Juszli· (25), physics as the basic science 
serves three important roles in engineering technology programs. The 
first role is to provide a background of fundamental information concern-
ing concepts, laws, principles, and .terminology. The second role of 
physics is to provide quantitative considerations. Physics courses tend 
to formulate principles·and to manipulate quantities which are amenable 
to measurements· in the laboratory. The third role of physics is to pro-
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vide services to the bread-and-butter concerns of· the technician which 
emphasizes engineering application. This involves teaching a responsible 
approach to equipment; it also involves teaching responsible experimental 
investigations,·methods of measurement, analysis of problems, and evalu-
ation of results. 
Harris (18' p. 5) believes· that physics courses serve as the com-
mon intellectual meeting ground· of engineers and technicians. He writes: 
Technicians who work in supporting roles to engineers and 
scientists, and those engaged in industrial design, production, 
and testing operations, need a significant background in 
physics and mathematics in addition to specialized knowledge 
and skill. The engineering technicians, in particular, should 
have both breadth and depth in these basic disciplines. 
Factors Influencing Students' Success in Physics 
The factors influencing students' achievement in college may be 
classified as: (a) intellective factors (measures of IQ, aptitude, and 
prior achievement), and (b) non-intellective factors (measures of per-
sonality, motivation, attitude, and conception). Research specifically 
designed to identify those factors significantly related to the academic 
success of physics students has been limited in the past, but with an 
increasing·societal demand, an increase in such studies is noted. 
Several studies concerned with the intellective factors influencing stu-
dents' achievement in college physics have been reported. Very few 
studies have been conducted to determine the non-intellective factors 
which influence success in·college physics. 
Foster (14) studied students in survey courses in physical science 
in 1938 at State Teacher College, Kearney, Nebraska. From the accumu-
lated data of all students enrolled in college physics and college chem-
istry for a period of five years, he concluded that intelligence is the 
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most·important·factor·tending·toward·success-incollege physics. The 
influence· of high·school·physics·onsuccess in college physics has some 
significance;·-but the-infiuence of high school mathemati-cs seemed negli-
gible. 
It appears that· the· students·' -intelligence and their achievement 
are closely· related· in most-fields of study. This is confirmed by the 
studies-of Mallinson-- (33), and Garrett (15). 
Mallinson (33) investigated factors influencing achievement in sci-
ence··- at the co liege· level of -- 1; 191- students who graduated from 12 mid-
wes tern high schools in 1963. Factors investigated included interest, 
intelligence, high school achievement, and family background. Data 
sources used·in the study included secondary school standardized tests, 
college transcripts, Kuder Preference Records completed during freshman 
and junior college years,·and a questionnaire completed during sophomore 
and junior years. Mallinson completed his study in 1969 and reported 
that student IQ and the belief that the parents thought education impor-
tant, related most significantly to college achievement in scienceo 
There was a definite relationship between success in college science and 
a student's interest in high school science. The size of the high 
school· or· college from which a student came did not seem to be related 
to the student's success. 
Garrett (15) reviewed studies· about factors related to scholastic 
success in colleges of arts and sciences and teachers colleges in 1949. 
Among several studies he found that students with high intelligence 
tend to succeed in college in spite of all other factors operating. 
A number of studies of the high school background of college stu-
dents in physics were investigated. One of the more extensive studies 
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was reported by Adams and Garrett (1) ··in 1954 in which a study was made 
of 877 beginning physics students at Louisiana State University. They 
found that articulation between college physics and various types of 
high school·work was· poor but that high school records were better pre-
dictors of·success in college physics than entrance examination scores. 
While no positive correlation was found between high school physics and 
success in college physics it was indicated that high school physics 
does not hinder the·student of college physics. In addition, a relative-
ly high·relationship appeared to exist between achievement in college 
physics and achievement in first year college mathematics. 
Woodward(49)·made--a-study·investigating the articulation between a 
first course-in college physics and certain factors in the high school 
and college background of a group of 156 students in the fall of 1956 at 
Oklahoma State University. Among those sampled only 53 students, or 
33.97 percent, had taken a course in high school physics. He reported 
that those students who had taken high school physics had a slightly 
higher mean grade in a first course in college physics than those who 
had not taken high school physics. He further reported that those stu-
dents who had taken physics in high school had a slightly higher mean 
grade in all high school work than those who had not. In addition, the 
correlation between most phases of the high school work of the sample 
and·college physics was relatively low. 
Kruglak and Keller (27) investigated the prognostic value of various 
factors with respect to achievement in college physics. The records of 
343 students enrolled in the general physics course sequence at the In-
stitute of Technology, University of Minnesota during 1946-47 furnished 
the basic data for the study. The achievement criteria were the final 
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grade· in· the· three quarters·· of physics and· the scores on the several Co-
operative· Physics Tests~· As theresults, grades for the final quarter 
of this studrgave the highPearsoncoefficients of correlation with 
freshman total honor· point ratios, r = .5 7·; with freshman mathematics 
point-hour ratios, r = .51. · The correlation coefficient between the 
final quarter·· of the· physics· sequence and high school rank was only .17. 
Bolte (9) used multiple correlation techniques to analyze success 
in college physics·and·the high school backgrounds of students who had 
completed the first semester in college physics at the State University 
of Iowa. The results·of his study indicated that high school physics 
was an asset in the first course in college physics. In addition, the 
high school physics grade has·predictive value in determining a student's 
probable success-in college·physics. High school background in mathe-
matics; however, appears to have no predictive value in determining suc-
cess in college physics~ This is in contrast to the study of Stuit and 
Lapp (47) that mathematics· ability appeared to be more closely related 
than any other factor to achievement· in college physics. 
Schroeder and Sledge (42) studied the non-intellective factors re-
lated to academic success. They pointed out that intellective factors 
were found-to be more predictive of college achievement than the non-
intellective factors. They further indicated that interest and motiva-
tion are· overwhelmingly positive in their relationship to achievement, 
but personal and social adjustment have both positive and negative cor-
relation with· the academic success. 
The student's personal data such as race, religion, and his parents' 
educational and economic status have only very small effects on his 
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academic achievement-during thefreshtnan·yearincollegeas indicated by 
Astin (3). 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The first· objective· of this study is the development of an instru-
ment for the·purposeof identifying the role of elementary physics in 
the undergraduate curriculum as· seen by entering physics students, their 
instructors and their academic advisers. Secondly, the investigation 
attempts to determine whether or not the· success of students in elemen-
tary physics is related to their conceptualization of the role of physics 
in the curriculum or to the presence or absence of a common understanding 
of therole·of physics shared between the student and his instructor. 
The study was conducted inthe Spring Semester of the 1974-75 aca-
demic year atOklahoma State University and involved some 200 students 
enrolled in the first semester·general physics course. This chapter 
presents (a) a discussion of the development and validation of the re-
search instrument;· (b) the measures of student success adopted for the 
study and·(c)·theprocedures followed in administering the research in-
strument;·scoring student responses and analyzing the data. 
Development of the Research Instrument 
This study begins with the assumption that many, if not all, stu-
dents· entering the elementary-- physics course have an established concept 
of the roleof the course in their curriculum. They have a set of under-
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standings or-expectations· as to why they-are in the course, what the 
course will be· like, andwhat·it will do for them. It is desirable to 
know whetherthese understandings are consistent with those held by their 
instructors and those held by-academic advisers who represent the aca-
demic departments·of·thestudents' majors• It· is these departmental re-
quirements-that ultimately account for many enrollments in college 
physics classes. 
A preliminary reading of the literature identifies three motiva-
tions for students, either as individuals or in response to departmental 
requirements, to undertake-the study of elementary physics. Specifical-
ly, the elementary physics course may be seen as (a) a "tool" course 
presenting factual information without which the student cannot expect 
to succeed in subsequent courses; {b) a true liberal arts discipline 
concerned with the codification and explanation of physical law--a course 
akin to the-study of natural philosophy; or (c) a preparation for liv-
ing in a technological world of ever increasing complexity. These three 
broad conceptual models were chosen as the framework for the studv and 
the Topic-Inventory which was-used in forming the experimental groups. 
It is obvious that·elementary physics courses designed to represent 
thesethree interpretations of the role of physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum can-be very different. This is not to say, however, that one 
welldesigned course cannot serve all three missions to some extent. 
The· initial step in the development of a Topic Inventory or ques-
tionnaire to identify how the student, or other individual, views the 
role of elementary physics was to gather together numerous elementary 
physics textbooks written by authors with one or the other of these 
viewpoints·specificallyinmind. Modern Technical Physics by Beiser (6) 
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or· Physics for Biology and-Pre""Med Students by Greenberg (17) are typi-
cal of texts which view elementary physics as a "tool" course in the 
best sense of that phrase. Physics: The Fabric of Reality by Kim (26) 
or the classic Physics for the Inquiring Mind by Rogers (38) are excel-
lent presentations of physics as "natural philosophy", Texts which con-
vey a concern for the need to have an educated populace prepared for 
living with and understanding our technological surroundings include 
Problems of Our Physical Environment by Priest (36) and Physics, Energy 
and Our World by Highsmith (20) .. For convenience, these course types 
and the conceptual structures on which they rest will be referred to in 
the future as TC (tool courses), LA (liberal arts courses) and PL (prep-
aration for living in a technical world courses). 
With the aidof such sources as these, ten topics representative of 
the subject matter appropriate for inclusion in an elementary physics 
course of each conceptual bent were selected. Each was formulated as a 
short statement9 depersonalized, andas free as possible of coloring or 
technical terminology• The thirty topics together with the type of 
coursewith·which·they were associated are listed in Appendix A. 
These thirty topics were next randomly combined to form a series of 
30 pairs of topics in which the student or other respondent is to indi-
cate a preference between two topics representing two differing course 
concepts. Each-of the original topics is used twice so that the student 
must make 10 choices between TC and LA topics, 10 choices between TC and 
PL topics, and 10 choices between LA and PL topics. These 30 sets of 
paired topics·cornprise the Topic Inventory, the basic research instru-
ment employed in the research. 
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Validationof the-Research Instrument 
Due to the time limitations imposed-on the study no formal valida-
tion of the research-instrument-was attempted. However, it was believed 
essential - to· verify the· investigator·' s faith in the various i terns of the 
inventory and·attempt·to demonstrate that they adequately reflected the 
different viewpoints labeled TC, LA, and PL above. This was accomplish-
ed by requesting fifteen instructors of college-level physics to respond 
to the Topic Inventory. The instructors were chosen because of their 
known interest and-experience in the teaching of college level physics. 
Five of the instructors were asked to: 
"--imagin~ that you are preparing to teach a non-majors 
course which· looks at physics as -'a tool course designed 
primarily to teach factual information without which the 
student cannot expect to succeed in subsequent courses in 
other disciplines.' 
Keeping this orientation in mind, please check the one 
topic in each of the· 30 items which you consider to be the 
more appropriate for inclusion-in the course." 
Five others were instructed to: 
"--imagine that you are preparing to teach a non-majors 
course which considers physics as 'a true liberal arts dis-
cipline concerned with the codification and explanation of 
physical law--a course akin to the study of natural philoso-
phy. Ill 
The remaining five were requested to: 
"--imagine that you are preparing to teach a non-majors 
course in which 'the primary general studies objective is 
that of preparing individuals for life in a technological 
world of ever increasing complexity.'" 
A sample of the covering letter used in contacting the panel of in-
structors is included as Appendix C. 
Fourteen of the fifteen instructors responded and their inventories 
were analyzed in the same manner as those returned by the students; see 
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the section on research· procedures which follows at the end of this 
chapter.· Of the five instructors who· were asked to select topics most 
appropriate· for· use ina·utool" course, threemet the test of choosing 
only those topics which·had previously been identified as representative 
of students with·that·particular·understanding of the role of physics. 
A fourth instructor regularly selected "tool" topics over PL topics but 
included a significant numberof·LA topics among his choices. The fifth 
instructor also showed· a mixed response in the choices selected. 
Of· the five instructors asked to· identify topics which would most 
adequately·prepare·students for lifein·a technological world, four se-
lected· only· the·· previously· identified PL topics. The fifth selected PL 
topics instrong preference toLA topics but did include a significant 
proportion of the TC topics. 
Finally, the four instructors asked to identify the more appropriate 
liberal arts (LA) topics gave a more varied response. Two clearly se-
lected the pre-determined LA responses but the other two tended to choose 
the PL choices• In summary, ten of the fourteen instructors from other 
universitieshad responses which were appropriate to the classification 
they were·asked to check. That is, they identified as the more appro-
priate topics for inclusion in an elementary course those topics which 
had previously been selected as representative of students with a partic-
ular· concept or understanding of the role of elementary physics in the 
curriculum. It is felt that these responses constitute a credible, if 
limited, validation of the topic classification used in the study. 
Measurement of Student Achievement 
Any successful educational endeavor will surely have many desirable 
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effects other· than the acquisition of factual knowledge as measured by 
conventional· examinations•· Among these· outcomes can be listed improved 
intellectual skills·, appreciation of the cultural contributions of the 
discipline, and·an integration·of the various aspects of a formal educa-
tion·into·a whole person. ··In this study, however, student success is de-
fined in·the more·narrow·sense. Thus, the course grade is used as a 
measure of achievement· for the· individual student. Such combinations as 
average grade--point, percent of students receiving satisfactory grades, 
or percent of students receiving grades of W, F, or I are taken as meas-
ures of the·relative success,·or lack of success, of the different ex-
perimental groups. 
Research Procedures 
Administration of the Topic Inventory 
The Topic Inventory was administered to 212 students enrolled in 
sections2, 4, 5,·and 6 of Physics 1114, the first half of the General 
Physics 1114-1214 sequence9during the Spring Semester of the 1974-75 
academic year. After a brief word of explanation as to the goals of the 
research·and the·nature of the questionnaire, the students were asked to 
check the Topic Inventory. Attentionwas called to the words "benefi-
cial'' and "appropriate" appearing in the instructions. Students were 
also asked to furnish biographical data which included name, college of 
enrollment, major field of study, and college class. Students were told 
that they could, if they wished, decline to participate in the study. 
None elected to do so. 
The Topic Inventory was also checked by each of the two instructors 
teaching the lecture sections and 13 academic advisers chosen from the 
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fields·of agriculture, technology and life sciences. These disciplines 
send significant·numbers of students to the Physics 1114 course. The 
academic advisers were· asked to respond on the basis of which of the two 
topicsin·each·pair·wouidbe more appropriate for students majoring in 
their discipline. A list·of the academic advisers who participated is 
included as· Appendix F and· the covering letter requesting their assist-
ance is reproduced as Appendix E. 
Scoring·of Inventories;·Classification of Students 
The completed questionnaires were hand scored by the author and 
associates~ Students completing the questionnaire were faced with 30 
choices between·twotopicsrepresenting differing concepts of the role 
of physics in the undergraduate curriculum. In 10 inventory items the 
choice was between TC topics and LA topics; 10 represented TC versus PL 
topics;·theremaining·lOwere·choices between LA and PL topics. The de-
cision was ·made, rather arbitrarily·, to classify a student as a "TC 
student" if he indicated a preference for TC topics over LA topics 7 or 
more times out·of the 10 choices and if he elected TC topics over PL 
topics on 7 or more· occasions out of the 10 opportunities. Similar 
criteria were imposed·in the classification of "LA students" and "PL 
students." 
A· fourth·experimental group, referred· to in this study as the UC 
group, is composed·of all those students who elected each possible 
choice (such as TC over LA, LA over TC, TC over PL, etc.) at least 4 
times but no more than 6 times. It was believed that this group of 
students might most accurately represent a significant proportion of 
students who enter the· elementary physics course without any prior con-
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ception-as-to the-nature,- content or-possible contribution of the course. 
The distribution of- students- amon-g- the-var1ous- experimental groups is 
d1scussed-forther·in-the-next chapter. 
2 The X -Test 
Responses to the questionnaire "Physicslll4--A Topic Inventory" 
were hand checked and scored by the author and associates as described 
in the previous section. In order to test whether or not the success of 
students in-elementary physics is related to the way in which they per-
ceive the role of the course in their curriculum and the presence or ab-
sence of an accord between student and instructor as to the role of ele-
mentary physics in the curriculum, the chi-square test was the statisti-
cal technique employed. More powerful statistical techniques involving 
multiple correlation methods were not adopted because such variables as 
age of student, academic background, and mathematical skills were not 
measuredor controlled-in the study. Variables of this type are known 
to affect the success rates of students in elementary physics. 
Chi-square contrasts the difference between observed or obtained 
results with those results theoretically expected. This technique uses 
ordinal or nominal level of measurement and is nonparametric. 
The following formulas for computation of the chi-square were em-
ployed (13,16,43). 
xz = N(AD - BC) 2 (3.1) (A+ B)(C + D)(A + C)(B + D) 
where 
x2 = value of chi-square in a fourfold contingency table 
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N = total number of cases 
A = observed· number· of -cases categorized in 1st row of 1st column 
B =·observed number- of cases categorized in 1st row of 2nd column 
c =·observed·nomber of cases categorized in 2nd row of 1st column 
D = observed number of cases categorized in 2nd row of 2nd column 
When the entries in a fourfold contingency table are quite small, 
Yates' collection for continuity should be applied to formula (3cl). 
The corrected formula reads: 
N(IAD - BCI - N/2) 2 
(A+ B)(C + D)(A + C)(B + D) 
(3.2) 
where 
x2 = value of chi-square for 2 x 2 table, corrected for continuity 
The chi-square for k independent samples may be tested by applying 






x2 = value of chi-square for k independent samples 
(3.3) 
Oij = observed number of cases categorized in ith row of jth 
column 
Eij = number of cases expected under H0 to be categorized in 




directs one to sum over all cells 
The values of x2 yielded by formulas (3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) are distri-
buted approximately as chi-square with degrees of freedom, df, = (r-1) x 
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(k-1), where r =the number of rows and k =the number of colunms in the 
contingency table. 
A .OS-level of·significance·was established and utilized as a basis 
for rejecting or not rejecting a null hypothesis in this study. The 
detailed analysis of the data is given· in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS OF STUDY 
Introduction 
The research instrument used in this study, "Physics 1114--A Topic 
Inventoryu was·· administered to two hundred twelve students enrolled in 
Physics·· 1114 and their instructors. Thirteen academic advisers of un-
dergraduate stodents-in·various colleges of the Oklahoma State University 
and fourteen physics instructors at colleges-and universities other than 
Oklahoma· State University also checked the questionnaire. 
This·chapterpresents· the data which resulted from the use of the 
instrument together-with both qualitative and statistical analyses as 
appropriate. To insureclarityr- a common format is used in the analysis 
of each experimental hypothesis. This consists of a restatement of the 
hypothesis, a supporting data table or chi-square calculation as appro-
priate and a summary·· of the experimental observations. 
Statement of the Experimental Hypotheses 
The hypotheses·that·guide this study, stated in the null form, are 
as follows: 
Hypothesis H1 : There are no significant dif"ferences between the way (a) 
academic advisers, (b) students of elementary physics, 
and (c) instructors of elementary physics identify the 
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role of elementary physics in the undergraduate curricu-
lumo 
H101 : There are no significant differences between the 
way academic advisers and students of elementary 
physics identify the role of elementary physics 
in the undergraduate curriculum. 
H1 , 2 : There are no significant differences between the 
way students of elementary physics and instruc-
tors of elementary physics identify the role of 
physics in the undergraduate curriculuma 
H1 , 3 : There are no significant differences between the 
way instructors of elementary physics and academic 
advisers view the role of physics in the under-
graduate curriculum. 
Hypothesis H2 : There are no significant differences in the success rates 
in elementary physics of students with clearly defined 
conceptions of the role of physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum and students without such well-defined con-
ceptions, 
H2 •1 : There are no significant differences in the grade 
distributions in elementary physics of students 
with clearly defined conceptions of the role of 
physics in the undergraduate curriculum and stu-
dents without such conceptions. 
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H2 •2 : There are no significant differences between the 
numbers of students receiving satisfactory and 
unsatisfactory grades in elementary physics for 
those with clearly defined conceptions of the 
role of physics in the undergraduate curriculum 
and those without such well-defined conceptions. 
H2• 3 : There are no significant differences between the 
numbers of students receiving complete and incom-
plete laboratory grades in elementary physics for 
those with well-defined conceptions of the role 
of physics in the undergraduate curriculum and 
those lacking such well-defined conceptions. 
Hz.4: There are no significant differences between the 
numbers of students withdrawing from the elemen-
tary physics course for those with clearly de-
fined conceptions of the role of the course in 
the curriculum and those without such conceptions. 
Hypothesis H3: There are no significant differences in the success 
rates in elementary physics of those students who share 
the instructor's conceptualization of the role of physics 
in the curriculum and those students who do not. 
H3•1 : There are no significant differences in the grade 
distributions in elementary physics of students 
who share the instructor's conception of the role 
of physics in the undergraduate curriculum and 
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those who do not share the instructor's concep-
tion of the role of physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum. 
H3•2 : There are no significant differences between the 
numbers of students receiving satisfactory and 
unsatisfactory grades in elementary physics for 
those students who share the instructor's concep-
tion of the role of physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum and those who do not. 
H3•3: There are no significant differences between the 
numbers of students receiving complete and incom-
plete laboratory grades in elementary physics for 
those who share the instructor's conceptualiza-
tion of the role of the physics course and those 
who do not. 
H3.4: There are no significant differences between the 
numbers of students withdrawing from the elemen-
tary physics course for those who share the in-
structor's conception of the role of physics in 
the undergraduate curriculum and those who do not. 
Analysis of the Data 
Summary of Student Data 
The data collected from two hundred twelve student questionnaires 
is summarized in Tables· I, II, and III. Table I presents a distribution 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN EACH CONCEPTUAL GROUP 
Lecture Section Total 
Group 2 4 5 6 Number Percent 
TC 5 6 7 7 25 11.8 
LA 1 6 3 3 13 6.1 
PL 8 12 7 11 38 17.9 
UC 3 8 3 8 22 10.4 
All Other 26 29 28 31 114 53.8 
Total 43 61 48 60 212 100.0 
TABLE II 
GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS OF STUDENTS IN EACH CONCEPTUAL GROUP 
Grade Distributions 
A B c D 
Group No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
TC 9 36.0 4 16.0 6 24.0 2 8.0 2 
LA 0 o.o 5 38.5 6 46.1 1 7.7 0 
PL 5 13.2 6 15.8 11 28.9 10 26.3 1 
UC 3 13.7 5 22.7 5 22.7 4 18.2 0 
All Other 14 12.3 22 19.3 30 26.3 13 11.4 5 





















INCOMPLETE-· AND WITHDRAW GRADES IN EACH CONCEPTUAL GROUP 
Incomplete Grade Withdraw Grade 
Group Number Percent Number Percent 
TC 3 12.0 2 8.0 
LA 3 23.1 1 7.7 
PL 4 10o5 5 13.2 
UC 1 4.6 5 22. 7 
All Other 12 10.5 30 26.3 
Total 23 10.9 43 20.3 
of students among the various conceptual groupings for each lecture sec-
tion. The classification is carried out as described in Chapter III. 
Table II contains grade distributions at the end of the semester for 
each of-the four experimental groups, for "all other students" and for 
the entire student population• No "incomplete" grades are shown in 
Table II. Rather9 for the purposes of this study, the distribution 
shows the grades received by these students upon removal of the incom-
plete grades. Finally, Table III presents the number of students receiv-
ing incomplete grades at the end of semester and the number of students 
who withdrew from the course prior to the end of the semester. Where 
meaningful, the information is also repeated in the form of a percent. 
These data, together with the responses of instructors and academic ad-
visers, constitute the raw material for the study. 
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Summary of-Instructors' Responses 
Two instructors were involved in teaching the four lecture sections 
used-in the study; When their-completed questionnaires were checked 
using· the same criteria as-had been applied to the student question-
naires, each instructor-was classified in- the TC group. That is, each 
instructor selected a TC topic as more appropriate than a PL topic at 
least·7 of 10 times andeach instructor selected a TC topic in preference 
to an LA topic on at least 7 of 10 occasions. 
Summary of· Academic -- Advisers' Responses 
Thirteen· academic advisers from several colleges of the university 
checked the-questionnaire. When their responses were tabulated, eight 
were found to fall inthe TC group,· and one each in the PL and LA groups. 
The remaining three-academic·advisers have to receive a modified classi-
fication. Each selected· the TC group 7 or more times over either the PL 
or LA group but failed to select the TC group over the remaining group. 
Tests-of-the-Experimental Hypotheses 
This section presents a qualitative examination and, when appropri-
ate, a chi~square analysis of the data collected from the students, in-
structors and academic advisers responses to the research instrument. 
Each of the formal hypotheses;- or groups-of nested hypotheses, is dis-
cussed in turn. 
Hypothesis H1 : There are no significant differences between the way (a) 
academic advisers, (b) students of elementary physics, 
and (c) instructors of elementary physics identify the 
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role of elementary physics in the undergraduate curricu-
lum. 
The data· do not permit· any mean~ngful statistical evaluation of 
Hypothesis H1 or any of· the-three subordinate Hypotheses Hl.l through 
Hl. 3 • The hypotheses- ask, in essence, do students of Physics 1114, 
theirinstructors,·and·the-academic advisers who represent the students' 
major fields see Physics 1114 in the same way? Do these three groups of 
individuals agree as to the objectives of the course as reflected in 
their choices· of "most appropriate" course content? 
The limited-data available suggest strongly that the two instruc-
tors and a majority of academic advisers are in accord. Both instructors 
and 8 of 13 advisers were given· a TC classification. Those individuals 
appear to·· see the- primary objective- of the course as one of preparing 
students to-overcome immediate and direct problems associated with stu-
dies in their major fields. Three of the remaining five advisers have 
strong· tendencies to agree but with-some qualifications. Only one advi-
ser sees a major· liberal arts· role for physics and only one adviser sees 
a predominant·· need to· prepare· students for "life in a technical society". 
The latter person·is a faculty member in the school of technology. 
On·the other hand' Table I indicates no such accord exists between 
student and instructor (HypothesisHi.z) or student and adviser (Hypo-
thesis H1 ~ 1 ). Nearly 65 percent of the students cannot be classified in 
any one of· the· three identified conceptual groups. The implication is 
that these students· have no-clearly defined expectations of what the 
course will be or conceptions of what the course should be. Of those 
students who·were classified into a definite conceptual group, two-thirds 
were· either LA or PL in opposition to the TC classification of the in-
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structors and- most- of·- the-advisers~ -- - Onl.y 12 percent of the total student 
population sharedthe TC-conceptual group·with·their instructors. 
In summary; instructors· and advisers are in general agreement--they 
see the-primary- function-of elementary physics to be that of presenting 
factual information-without- which the stud-ent cannot expect to succeed 
in subsequent- cours:e·s in other fields. The vast majority of students 
have no well-formed concept of-- what the- study of physics is or can be 
expected to be. 
Hypothesis·H2: Thereare no significant differences in the success 
rates·in·elementary physics of students with clearly de-
fined conceptions of theroleof physics in the under-
graduate·curriculum- and students without such well-de-
fined conceptions. 
Hypothesis H2 will be discussed in terms of the individual subordi-
nate Hypotheses H2•1 through H2•4 • 
Hypothesis H2•1 : Thereare no significant· differences in the grade dis-
tributions in elementary physics of students with 
clearly defined conceptions of the role of physics in 
the undergraduate curriculum and students without such 
conceptions. 
Table IV presents a chi ... square analysis of the grade distributions 
reported for all students with well-defined conceptions of the role of 
elementary physics versus students inthe UC group. The presentation 
follows the general format used by Garrett (16), and Siegel (43). Fol-
lowing a suggestion of Siegel {43), a combined category has been formed 
TABLE IV 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS; STUDENTS WITH CLEARLY 
DEFINED CONCEPTIONS OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICS 
VERSUS STUDENTS IN UC GROUP 
Grade Distributions 
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Group A B C D F w Total 
Combined Combined 
Categories Categories 
TC + LA + PL 29 23 24 76 
UC 8 5 9 22 
Total 37 28 33 98 
Chi-square = O. 702 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
Not significant at 095 level of confidence. 
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for A· and B grades and another·for·D; F·and W·grades because of the small 
sample size· in· one- or· more- cells ·of· the chi--square array. This procedure 
will be· repeated~ as necessary· in·· later tables. 
In· Table··V9 ·the analysis is repeated but the comparison is between 
students classified intheTC·plus LA plus PL groups and all other stu-
dents inthe·Physics-1114-classes.· For Table IV a chi-square of 0.702 
is calculated and for Table V a chi-square of 7.847 is obtained. Neither 
of these·valuesis significantat the .95 level of confidence and Hy-
pothesis H2•1 cannot be rejected. 
Hypothesis H2•2 : There are no significant differences between the num-
bers of·students·receivingsatisfactory and unsatisfac-
tory grades in·eiementary physics for those with clear-
ly defined conceptions of the role of physics in the 
undergraduate curriculum and those without such well-
defined conceptions. 
A casual reading· of·Tables-I,"II·and III· indicate several areas of 
possible interest. Thus, we note that onlylO percent of students in 
the TC,·· LA, or PL groups withdrew· from Physics 1114 before the end of 
the semester·as opposed to about 26 percent of the remaining students. 
Also, 36 percent of· the students·inthe TC group received an A grade 
while none of the LA students received an A grade. 
Table VI· contains five·· separate·· two-£ old chi-square analyses of the 
numbers·of·satisfactory·grades· (A; B· and C) versus unsatisfactory grades 
(D, F and W)·received by students in the·various conceptual groups. None 
of the·chi-square values resuiting·are significant at the .95 level of 
confidence·and Hypothesis H2 cannot be rejected • • 2 
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TABLE V 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS; STUDENTS WITH CLEARLY 
DEFINED CONCEPTIONS OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICS 
VERSUS ALL OTHER STUDENTS 
Grade Distributions 
Group A B c D F w Total 
TC + LA + PL 14 15 23 13 3 8 76 
All But TC + LA + PL 17 27 35 17 5 35 136 
Total 31 42 58 30 8 43 212 
Chi-square = 7.847 with 5 degrees of freedom. 
Not significant at .95 level of confidence. 
TABLE VI 
CHI-SQUARE-ANALYSIS OF NUM:BERS OF' SATISFACTORY GRADES RECEIVED 






TC + LA + PL 52 24 76 
UC 13 9 22 
Total 65 33 98 0.665 
TC + LA + PL 52 24 76 
All But TC + LA + PL 79 57 136 
Total 131 81 212 2.205 
TC 19 6 25 
UC 13 9 22 
Total 32 15 47 1.539 
LA 11 2 13 
UC 13 9 22 
Total 24 11 35 1.428 
PL 22 16 38 
UC 13 9 22 
Total 35 25 60 0.008 
Degrees of freedom = 1 
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HypothesisH2•3 : ·Thereare no significant differences between the num-
bers of·· students-- receiving complete and incomplete 
laboratory grades in elementary physics for those with 
well-defined conceptions of the role of physics in the 
undergraduate curriculum and those lacking such well-
defined conceptions. 
Physics 1114 laboratory uses an "open-laboratory" format in which 
students are· expected to· assume major responsibility for planning and 
executing theiriaboratory work. It was felt that the differences in 
students' interests and other characteristics might be reflected in their 
perseverance, dedication or concern for laboratory work. Table VII ex-
amines the relative numbers of· students- receiving incomplete grades as a 
result of failure to complete laboratory assignments. Neither of the 
chi-square values·resulting· is significant at the .95 level of confidence 
and Hypothesis H2•3-cannotbe rejected. 
Hypothesis H2•4 : There·are no significant differences between the num-
bers of students withdrawing from the elementary phy-
sics course for those-with clearly defined conceptions 
of the role of the course in the curriculum and those 
without such conceptions. 
Hypothesis H ··-· ··attempts· to· as·ce-rtain·whether or not students with 2.4 
well-defined·conceptions of the·role·of-physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum are more or less likely to withdraw from the course than other 
students. Table VIII examines this question in two two-fold chi-square 
arrays. The first·examines the·numbers of withdrawals observed in the 
TABLE VII 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY INCOMPLETE GRADES: STUDENTS WITH 
WELL-DEFINED CONCEPTIONS OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY 
PHYSICS VERSUS OTHER STUDENTS 
Grade 
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Group Complete Incomplete Total Chi-square 
TC + LA + PL 66 10 76 
UC 21 1 22 
Total 87 11 98 0.553 
TC + LA + PL 66 10 76 
All But TC + LA + PL 123 13 136 
Total 189 23 212 0.653 
Degrees of freedom = 1. 
TABLE VIII 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NUMBERS OF STUDENTS WITHDRAWING FROM 
PHYSICS 1114; STUDENTS WITH WELL-DEFINED CONCEPTIONS 
OF THE ROLE OF PHYSICS VERSUS STUDENTS 
WITHOUT SUCH CONCEPTIONS 
Number of Student 
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Group Remaining Witharawing Total Chi-square 
TC + LA + PL 68 8 76 
UC 17 5 22 
Total 85 13 98 1.270 
TC + LA + PL 68 8 76 
All But TC + LA + PL 101 35 136 
Total 169 43 212 6.970* 
Degrees of freedom = 1. 
*Significant at .95 level of confidence. 
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TCplus-LAplus PL groups versus the UC group. A chi-square of 1.27 is 
computed which is not significant at the .95 level of confidence. The 
second-array in TableVIII reports the numbers of withdrawals for all 
students inthe same· three- groups· versus all remaining students. The 
computed chi-square of 6.97 is significantand Hypothesis H2•4 can be 
rejected. 
Hypothesis H3: There are no significant differences in the success 
rates inelementary physics of those students who share 
the instructor's conceptualization of the role of physics 
in the curriculumand those students who do not. 
Hypothesis H3 will be examined in terms of the nested subordinate 
Hypotheses H3•1 through H3• 4• 
Hypothesis H301 : There-are no significant differences in the grade dis-
tributions inelementarv physics of students who share 
the instructor's conception of the role of physics in 
the undergraduate curriculum and those who do not 
share the- instructor's conception of the role of 
physics in the undergraduate curriculum. 
It seems reasonable that a shared understanding between instructor 
and student of the goals or objectives of a course should enhance the 
learning experience. This premise is examined in Tables IX, X, XI and 
XII in which the grade distributions of students in the TC group are 
compared with the grade distributions reported for students in other 
conceptual groups;. The chi-square values computed from Tables IX, X and 
XII are not significant at the- • 95 -level of confidence set for this 
TABLE IX 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS OF STUDENTS WHO SHARE 
THE INSTRUCTOR'S CONCEPT OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY 
PHYSICS AND STUDENTS WHO DO NOT 
(TC VS. PL) 
Grade Distributions 
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Group A B c D F w Total 
Combined 
Categories 
TC 9 4 6 6 25 
PL 5 6 11 16 38 
Total 14 10 17 22 63 
Chi-square = 5.084 with 3 degrees of freedom. 
Not significant at .95 level of confidence. 
TABLE X 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS OF STUDENTS WHO SHARE 
THE INSTRUCTOR'S CONCEPT OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY 
PHYSICS AND STUDENTS WHO DO NOT 
(TC VS. UC) 
Grade Distributions 
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Group A B c D F w Total 
Combined Combined 
Categories Catesories 
TC 13 6 6 25 
UC 8 5 9 22 
Total 21 11 15 47 
Chi-square = 1.628 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
Not significant at .95 level of confidence. 
TABLE XI 
CHI-SQUARE ANALXSI.S .... QE .. GRADE .. DISTRIBUTIONS OE STUDENTS WHO SHARE 
THE .INSTRUCTOR'S. CONCEPT OE THE ROLE OE ELEMENTARY 
PHYSICS AND STUDENTS WHO DO NOT 
(TC VS. LA + PL + UC) 
Grade Distributions 
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Group A B c D F w Total 
Combined 
Categories 
TC 9 4 6 6 25 
LA+ PL+ UC 8 16 22 27 73 
Total 17 20 28 33 98 
Chi-square = 8.215 with 3 degrees of freedom. 
Significant at .95 level of confidence. 
TABLE XII 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS OF STUDENTS WHO SHARE 
THE INSTRUCTOR'S CONCEPT OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY 
PHYSICS AND STUDENTS WHO DO NOT 
(TC VS. ALL BUT TC) 
Grade Distributions 
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Group A B C D F w Total 
Combined Combined 
Categories Categories 
TC 13 6 2 4 25 
All But TC 60 52 28 47 187 
Total 73 58 30 51 212 
Chi-square = 4.107 with 3 degrees of freedom. 
Not significant at .95 level of confidence. 
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study.· ·Thechi-squarevalue of·S.215 associated with Table XI is, how-
ever, significant at the .95 level of confidence and on the basis of 
this· result Hypothesis·· H3. l is· rejected. The full significance of this 
result is· yet to be resolved. 
Hypothesis H3•2 : There are no significant differences between the num-
bers· of students· receiving satisfactory and unsatis-
factory grades in e·lementary physics for those students 
who· share the·· instructor's conception of the role of 
physics in the undergraduate curriculum and those who 
do not. 
Table XIII contains a series of five separate two-fold chi-square 
arrays representing the numbers of students receiving satisfactory ver-
sus unsatisfactory grades. The comparisons are between students in the 
TC group who share the·instructor's conception of the role of physics in 
the undergraduate curriculum and various other groups of students. None 
of the·calculated·chi-'-square values are significant at the .95 level of 
confidence and Hypothesis H3•2 cannot be rejected. 
Hypothesis H3•3 : There are no significant differences between the num-
bers of students receiving complete and incomplete la-
boratory grades· in elementary physics for those who 
share theinstructor's conceptualization of the role 
of the physics course and those who do not • 
An examination of thedata presented in Table XIV fails to find any 
significant differences in the numbers of students receiving incomplete 
grades when a comparison·· is made between- the TC group and other groups 
TABLE XIII 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS· OF· NUMBERS OF SATISFACTORY GRADES RECEIVED 
BY STUDENTS WHO SHARE THE INSTRUCTOR'S CONCEPTION 
OF THE ROLE OF ELEMENT-ARY PHYSICS AND 






TC 19 6 25 
LA 11 2 13 
Total 30 8 38 0.039 
TC 19 6 25 
PL 22 16 38 
Total 41 22 63 2.175 
TC 19 6 25 
UC 13 9 22 
Total 32 15 47 1.539 
TC 19 6 25 
LA + PL + UC 46 27 73 
Total 65 33 98 1.406 
TC 19 6 25 
All But TC 112 75 187 
Total 131 81 212 2.420 
Degrees of freedom = 1 
TABLE '/.IV 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NUMBERS OF LABORATORY INCOMPLETE GRADES 
RECEIVED BY STUDENTS WHO SHARE THE INSTRUCTOR'S CONCEPT CF 
THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICS 
AND STUDENTS WHO DO NOT 
Grade 
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Group Complete Incomplete Total Chi-square 
TC 22 3 25 
LA + PL + UC 65 8 73 
Total 87 11 98 0.051 
TC 22 3 25 
All But TC 167 20 187 
Total 189 23 212 0.021 
Degrees of freedom = 1. 
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of students. Consequently, Hypothesis H3• 3 cannot be rejected. 
Hypothesis H3•4 : There are no significant differences between the num-
bers of students withdrawing from the elementary phy-
sics course for those who share the instructor's con-
ception of the role of physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum and those who do not. 
The chi-square analysis shown in Table XV reveals no significant 
differences between the numbers of students withdrawing from Physics 1114 
for those students who share the instructor's conception of the role of 
elementary physics and those students who do not. Therefore, the hy-
pothesis cannot be rejected. 
Summary 
Three· major experimental hypotheses and eleven minor hypotheses 
were examined and the results summarized in this chapter. Chi-square 
analysis were used when appropriate. One of the major hypotheses and 
four of the minor hypotheses could be rejected on the basis of the ex-
perimental evidence available. 
TABLE XV 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF.NUMBERS OF STUDENTS WITHDRAWING FROM 
PHYSICS 1114; STUDENTS WHO SHARE THE INSTRUC[OR'S 
CONCEPT OF THE ROLE OF PHYSICS VERSUS 
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT 
Number of Student 
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Group Remaining Withdrawing Total Chi-square 
TC 23 2 25 
LA + PL + UC 62 11 73 
Total 85 13 98 0.311 
TC 23 2 25 
All But TC 146 41 187 
Total 169 43 212 2.645 
Degrees of freedom = 1. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY-, CONCLUSIONS·; AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Elementary physics is all" important· course in the undergraduate cur-
riculum. It serves· as an initial introduction to those who will study 
physics-or·a related·discipline·in depth; as a preparatory requirement 
for pre~professional·students; andit also serves a broad general educa-
tion function~ .. Thus, physics· is variously perceived as: (a) a "tool" 
course presenting· factual information without which the student cannot 
expect to succeed in subsequent courses; (b) a true liberal arts disci-
pline concerned with the codification and explanation of physical law; 
or (c) as a preparation for living in a technological world of ever in-
creasing complexity. 
The purpose of this study was to develop and test a preliminary 
form of an instrument~for identifying the· role of elementary physics in 
the undergraduate curriculum·as·itwas·perceived by students, instruc-
tors, and academic advisers·· associated with the course. A second obj ec-
ti ve was to determine whether·or not the success of students in the 
study of elementary physics was· related to the presence or absence of a 
clearly defined understanding on the part of the students of the role of 
elementary physics in their curriculum, and the relative agreement of 
students; academic advisers and·physics instructors as to the role of 
physics in·the·undergraduate·program. Finally, the relative success of 
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students who·share-the·instructor's view of the role of-physics in the 
undergraduate-curriculum iscomparedwith the relative success of those 
students-who do-not share·theirinstructor's view. 
··A-questionnaire- "Physics 1114-"-A Topic Inventory" was developed to 
identify-the·three interpretations of the role of physics in the under-
graduate cnrriculum;·physics asa utool" course, as a true liberal arts 
study, and as· a preparation for life in a technological society. A panel 
of fourteen instructors of college-level physics assisted in the initial 
validation of the Topic inventory.·The Topic Inventory was administered 
to two hundred- twelve students enrolled in Physics 1114 during the spring 
semester of the 1974-15-academicyear, to their instructors and to thir-
teen academic advisers chosen from various disciplines which send sig-
nificant numbers of students·to the Physics 1114 course. 
The semester-grade together with percent of incomplete, withdrawal 
and unsatisfactory grades·were used as measures of students' success. 
A qualitative analysis of the results, together with a chi-square test 
for significance when appropriate, were used to analyze the data col-
lected. -The null hypotheses were then rejected or not rejected on the 
basis of this analysis. 
Conclusions 
The two physics instructors-and the academic advisers were in gen-
eral accord as to the role of physics in the undergraduate program. 
Both of the instructors and 8 of the 13 academic advisers were given a 
TC classification; that is; they viewed elementary physics as essential-
ly a presentation of factual information needed by the student in subse-
quent·· courses· in·other disciplines·• The largest single group of students 
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with clearly defined conceptions of the role of elementary physics were 
classified as PL;-they seephysics-more asa preparation for post-uni-
versity·life·in atechnicalsociety. Nearly 65 percent of all students 
could·not be classified in· any one-of- the three identified conceptual 
groups and· only 12 percent· of· the totai- student population shared the TC 
conceptual·group with their instructors and academic advisers. It ap-
pears that; in this study, there is-no general agreement between the 
students andtheir instructors or between the students and their academic 
advisers as to the·role of physics in· the curriculum. 
An examination was made of the re-lative success rates in the study 
of physics for students with well-defined conceptions of the role of 
physics· in the·· curriculum versus students without such well-defined con-
ceptions•· Only one of the four minor hypotheses could be rejected on 
the basis of the chi--square test. That is, no significant differences 
were found in the· grade distributions, percent of unsatisfactory grades, 
or percent of incomplete grades for the two groups. However, students 
with well-defined concepts of the role of physics in the curriculum were 
found to have a significantly lower withdrawal rate than the remainder 
of the class. This is inagreement with a casual reading of Table III 
which shows only 10 percent of students in the combined TC, LA and PL 
groups-withdrawing compared to--about 26 percent of the remaining stu-
dents. 
A comparison was also made of the relative success of students who 
shared the instructor's conception of the role of physics (TC group) and 
the relative success·of other-groups of students in the Physics 1114 
class. In this case, no significant 'differences were found in percent 
of withdrawals, percent of incompletes or percent of unsatisfactory 
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grades• However-, - the- gTa.de·· distributions of students in-- the TC group 
wa~r significantly· uhigher11 than· that· of other students•· The chi-square 
calculation· shown· in Table Xi reflects the data in Table II. Note that 
36 percent-of·theTe .. students-received·agrade of Awhile none of the LA 
stodents·earned·an A·grade and·oniy·lO percent of the students in gen-
eral· received this grade. 
On the basis of the study, one of the three major experimental null 
hypotheses and four of the minor null hypotheses can be rejected. The 
results are summarized as follows: 
l. The two physi·cs instructors and the academic advisers are in 
accord as to the·role of· elementary physics in the curriculum; they per-
ceive· elementary physics as·a "tool" course presenting factual informa-
tion without which the student cannot expect to succeed in subsequent 
courses. 
2. There·are significant differences between the way the students 
of physics on·the one hand and their instructors or academic advisers on 
the other identify the· role of· elementary physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum. 
3. There· are no significant·: d'i:ff·eren·ces in the· grade distributions 
in elementary physics of students with clearly defined conceptions of 
the role of physics in· the undergraduate curriculum and students without 
such conceptions. 
4. Thereare no significant differences between the numbers of 
students·receiving·satisfactory and unsatisfactory grades or the numbers 
of students receiving complete and· incomplete laboratory grades in ele-
mentary physics·when comparing· students with well-defined conceptions 
of the·role of physics in·the undergraduate curriculum and students 
lacking suchwell-defined·conceptions. 
5. Stodents·with-well-defined concepts of the·role of physics in 
the undergraduate· curriculum· have significantly lower withdrawal rates 
than·students·without·such·well-defined understandings. 
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6. There·are significant differences in the grade distributions in 
elementary·physics of students who share tl)..e instructor's conception of 
the role of physics· in the undergraduate curriculum and those who do 
not. 
7. There are no significant differences between the numbers of 
students receiving satisfactory and unsatisfactory grades or the numbers 
of students·receiving·complete and incomplete laboratory grades in ele-
mentary phsyics for· those who share the instructor's conceptualization 
of the role·· of the physics·· course and those students who do not. 
8. There· are· no significant dif·ferences between the numbers of stu-
dents withdrawingfrom·the·elementary physics course for those who share 
the instructor's conception of the role of physics in the undergraduate 
curriculum and those students who do not. 
Recommendations 
This was an exploratory study which gave both some expected answers 
and some unexpected answers. In considering these results with the view 
of improving instruction in elementary physics courses the following 
recommendations are made: 
1. More precise research is needed to investigate the relationship 
between the students' perceptions of the role of elementary physics and 
their subsequent achievement~ The studies should extend over a longer 
period of time and·involve larger numbers of students and instructors. 
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The research instrument (the 1'opicinventory) needs to be improved by 
adding more items and·analyzing·eachitemwith appropriate statistical 
techniques. The term uconcept"·should be more fully defined and a dis-
tinction made between the student's "concept of physics" and such re-
lated variables as student interests; needs, etc. 
2. There can be·many·types of elementary physics courses. The 
goals and objectives of a specific course should be carefully defined 
and fully communicated to instructors, academic advisers and, especially, 
to all students involvedin the course. This action might help to de-
crease the numbers of students withdrawing from the course. 
3. Careful consideration-should be given to the feasibility and 
need·for·sectioning students·on·the basis of either major field of study 
or interests. 
4. It·would appear·that a·small but significant number of students 
look to elementary physics for· a true liberal arts experience--a func-
tion not fiiled by the presentcourse• Consideration should be given to 
the development of a-parallel course, or special sections of Physics 
1114-1214, for this purpose. 
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APPENDIX A 
TOPICS IDENTIFIED AS REPRESENTATIVE OF 
TC, LA AND PL TYPES OF COURSE 
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TOPICS IDENTIFIED·AS REPRESENTATIVE 
OF TC TYPE OF COURSE 
75 
1. The generation· and transmission of electric·· currents (including the 
nerve impulse in animals) 
2. Factors affecting·pressures·and flow rates in fluids (both physical 
and biological systems) 
3, The fundamentals of simple mechanical machines 
4. The production and·reception of sound waves (including human 
speech) 
5. The elements of electronics and simple electronic devices 
6. The mechanical properties of biological materials 
7. The thermal properties of matter 
8. The formulas describing the motion of objects (and the effects of 
forces of the motion·of those objects) 
9. A study of optical instruments (including the human eye) 
10. A study of electro-mechanical devices (including the electric motor 
and·the·electrical generator) 
T0PICS IDENTIFIED· AS REPRESENTATIVE 
OF LA TYPE OF COURSE 
1. The evolution of man's concept of motion from Zeno to Einstein 
2. The originand-structure of the universe 
76 
3. The conservation principies for energy and momentum and their rela-
tionship to-underlyingproperties of space and time 
4. Experimental attempts to· verify the predictions of Einstein's 
theory of relativity 
5. The origin (or cause) of the gravitational force 
6. The "conflict" between science· and humanism 
7. The ultimate-structure of matter; i.e., the organization and compo-
sition of electrons and protons 
8. The scientific method-and the discovery of physical laws 
9. Probabilities, perpetual motion, and the "one-way" nature of time 
10. The "true" nature of light; i.e., wave, particle or both 
TOPICS IDENTIFIED AS· REPRESENTATIVE 
OF PL TYPE OF COURSE 
1. A study of the advantages (and disadvantages) of nuclear energy 
production systems 
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2. An investigation of the origin and control of atmospheric pollution 
3. The physics·of alternative energy sources (including geothermal, 
solar, tidal, etc.) 
4. The biological effects of radiation 
5~ A study of the physical factors limiting the production and distri-
bution of food resources 
6. An examination·of·techniques·for evaluating the social effects of 
new· technological·developments 
7. The production,·· use and- recycling of critical mineral resources 
8. The development of·a national metric system of measurement 
9. A review of alternative methods for dissipating waste heat energy 
fromelectrical power plants 
10. Techniques and instruments for·the·remote sensing of earth resources 
APPENDIX B 
PHYSICS 1114 -- A TOPIC INVENTORY 
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PHYSICS 1114 -- A TOPIC INVENTORY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The attached·inventory is a·first·attempt to determinewhat you, as 
a student, feel mightbe-the·most appropriate course content for the 
Physics 1114. · Each item-in· the-inventory consists of two different 
topics which might·be treated in a beginning physics course. In each 
case you are. asked ... to. place a checkmark ca/) in the box ( 0) preceding 
the topic which you think would·· be more appropriate·.£.!:. beneficial for 
you. Please note the· underlined words, appropriate.£.!:. beneficial, in 
this instruction. 
Each·of the individual topics appears twice in the inventory but in 
a different combination each time. ··Do not be· disturbed by the recurrence 
of a topic. Please- check-~- and· only ~topic in each item. 
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA: 
Agri, Bus, A & S, etc. 
CLASS 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Fresh, Soph, Jr, Sr, Gr 
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ITEM 1: 
CJ ·The· conservation-prlncipies for energy· and momentum and their 




··An· investigation- of the· origin. and control of atmospheric pol-
lution 




An examination· of· techniques for- evaluati'ng the social effects 
of new technological·developments 
A study-of electro-mechanical devices (including the electric 
motor and-the-electrical generator) 
or 
D The· scientific· method and· the discovery of physical laws 
ITEM 4: 




Techniques and instruments for· the remote sensing of earth re-
sources 
·· c:J ··The·· mechanical· properti·es· of· biological materials 
ITJ™ 6: 
or 
The physics of alternative energy sources (including geothermal, 
solar, tidal, etc.) 
O ·The elements·of electronics and simple electronic devices 
or 
O The·· evoiution of· man·' s · concept of motion from Zeno to Einstein 
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ITEM 7: 





theory-of relativity · 




Facto:rs·affecting·pressures·and·flow rates in fluids (both 
physical· and ··biological systems) 
0 The origin and structure of the universe 
IT~M 10: 
or 
The generation·and transmission of electric currents (including 
the nerve impulse in animals) 
c::J Probability;· perpetual motion;· and· the "one-way" nature of time 
or 
c::J The production,· use and recyc-ling of critical mineral resources 
ITEM 11: 
D 
Techniques· and instruments· for the remote sensing of earth re-
sources 
or 
0 A study of optical instruments (including the human eye) 
ITEM 12: 
D The formulas describing the motion of objects (and the effects of forces· on the motion· of those objects) 
or 
D Probability·,· perpetual motion, and the "one-way" nature of time 
ITEM 13: 
D 
A review-of alternative methods·for dissipating waste heat 
energy·· from-- electrical·· power plants 
or 








The production·and·receptionof sound waves (including human 
speech) 
or 
A study ofthe·physical·factors limitingthe production and 
distribution·offood resources 
The ultimate structure of matter; i.e., the organization and 
composition of electrons and protons 
or 
Factors· affecting pressures and flow rates in fluids (both 
physical andbiological systems) 
CJ The origin and· structure of the universe 
or 
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A review of alternative methods· for dissipating waste heat 
energy· from electrical power plants 
or 
The fundamentals of·simple·mechanical machines 
CJ The elements of electronics and simple electronic devices 
or 





Astudyof-the-advantages· (and disadvantages) of nuclear energy 
production systems 
or 
The ultimate- structure of matter; i.e. , the organization and 
composition·of electrons and protons 
CJ The fundamentals of- simple·mechanical machines 
ITEM 21: 
or 
A study of· the· advantages (anddisadvantages) of nuclear energy 
production systems 
CJ The· "true" nature of light; i.e.; , wave, particle, or both 
or 
[:=:J The mechanical properties· of biological materials 
ITEM 22: 







An examination of techniques for evaluating the social effects 
of new technological developments 
An investigation of the urigin and control of atmospheric pol-
lution 
or 
The formulas describing the motion of objects (and the effects 
of forces· on the motion of those objects) 
The conservation principl~s for energy and momentum and their 
relationship to·underlying properties of space and time 
or 
The production and reception of sound waves (including human 
speech 
ITEM 25: 
Astudy·ofthe·physicai·factors limiting·the production and 
distribution·of·food resources 
or 




The·generation·and·transmission of electric currents (including 
the·nerve·impuise· in animals) 
or 
c:::::J The production, use· and recycling 0£ critical mineral resources 
ITEM 27: 




Experimental attempts to verify the predictions of Einstein's 
theory of relativity 
c=:J The development of a national metric system of measurement 
or 
c::::J The origin (or cause) of the gravitational force 
ITEM 29: 
A study of electromagnetic devices (including the electric 
motor and the electrical generator) 
or 
c::::J The biological effects of radiation 
ITEM 30: 
O The "conflict'' between science and humanism 
or 
CJ The· thermal properties of matter 
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April 24, 1975 
A young lady·(Ms• Chanpen Chuaphanich) working under my supervision 
on an Ed•D• Degree· in Physics· is· completing preliminary steps in a thesis 
study.· Specifically;· she ·hopes· to·· test· such hypotheses as: (1) There 
are no significant differences between the· way (a) academic advisers, 
(b)·students·and·{c) instructors·of·eiementary physics identify the role 
of· physics in· the· undergraduate· curriculum or (2) There· are no signifi-
cant differences·· in the success rates in· elementary physics of those 
students who share·the·instructor's conceptualization of the role of 
physics·· in· the· curriculum· and those students who do not. 
As onepart-of·her study, Ms. Chuaphanich has developed a 30 item 
topicinventory·toidentifythe student's conceptualization of the role 
of physics in- the· undergraduate curriculum·. This inventory has been 
checked· by· a·· large· number of students· in Physics 1114, their instructors 
and .. their academic·· advisers.· Physics 1114 is a non--calculus course using 
Millerls-College·Physics asthe text·and·is·populated by life science, 
technology9 and·general·studies students. 
At· the·· moment we are in· need of a· little external calibration. 
Would you·· take· 10 minutes· and· check· the enclosed inventory for us and 
return· it in· the· envelope·· provided? ··We request that you specifically 
imagine·that·you are preparing·to teach·anon-majors course which looks 
at physics as 11 a tool-course·designed--primarily to teach factual infor-
·mation·without ·which the--student·cannot·expect·to succeed in subsequent 
·courses·in·other disciplines." 
Keeping this orientation in mind, please check the one topic in 
each of·the-30 items which you consider to be the more appropriate topic 
for inclusion-in the course. 
we-very- much· appreciate your help. 
Sincerely, 
D. L. Rutledge 
Professor of Physics 
APPENDIX D 
COLLEGE PHYSICS INSTRUCTORS PARTICIPATING 
IN THE STUDY 
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Dr;·· David Bowling 
Central Missouri State University·, Warrensburg, Missouri 
Dr;, Roger Hartman 
OralRoberts University;, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Dr. Benny Hill 
Southwestern· State tJniversity·9 Weatherford, Oklahoma 
Dr. John Layman 
University of- Maryland·; ·College· Park, Maryland 
Dr;, Whit Marks 
Central·State University;, Edmond, Oklahoma 
Dr~ George C. Moore 
Western·Kentucky University,· Bowling Green, Kentucky 
Dr;·Denver L. Prince 
State College of Arkansas, Conway, Arkansas 
Dr~ Noel·D. Rowbotham 
College of the Ozarks, Clarksville, Arkansas 
Dr; Harley D. Rutledge 
Southeast Missouri· State College, Cupe Girardeau, Missouri 
Dr. Paul Sharrah 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Dr;,·Wayne Sievers 
Northern· Oklahoma University, Tonkawa, Oklahoma 
Dr. Jim Smeltzer 
Northwest Missouri·State College, Maryville, Missouri 
Dr~ Verdine Trout 
Central·State University; Edmond, Oklahoma 
Dr.·w. R. Willis 
Northern Arizona tTni versi ty, · Flagstaff, Arizona 
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April 24, 1975 
A young lady(Ms~ ehanpen·Chuaphanich) working under my supervision 
on an Ed~D~ Degree·±n Physics· is·· completing preliminary steps in a thesis 
study•· Specifically;·she-hopes·to·test·such hypotheses as: (1) There 
are· no significant· differences between the way (a)·· academic advisers, 
(b) students·and-(c) instructorsofelementary physics identify the role 
of physics· in the· und-ergraduate· curriculunr or (2) There are no signifi-
cant differences in the success rates in elementary physics of those 
students·who·share·the·instructor's·concept of the role of physics in 
the·curriculum·and·those·students who do not. 
As one part"of·herstudy; Ms. Chuaphanichhas developed a 30 item 
topic inventory to·identifythe·student's conceptualization of the role 
of physics·in· the·· undergraduate curriculum•· ·This inventory has been 
checked by a· large number of students in Physics 1114 and their instruc-
tors•·· Our· initial .. results demonstrate that eveµ such a simple instru-
ment as·· this·· can·reveal-·striking differences among students as to their 
entering··· expectations- concerning-· freshman physics. 
We would now like to ask·yoo (as an academic adviser who counsels 
with students concerning·their·undergradoateprograms) to take 10 minutes 
of your time to respond to the inventory. Specifically, we request that 
you· check, in each of· the 30 items·;· the one topic which you feel would 
be more appropriate·· for-a student .majoring in your discipline. 
We appreciate your help· in the study and will send you a summary of 
the results in mid-sununer. 
Sincerely, 
D. L. Rutledge 
Professor of Physics 
APPENDIX F 
LIST OF ACADEMIC ADVISERS RESPONDING 
TO TOPIC INVENTORY 
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Murray M. Blose 
Mathematics, College of Arts and Sciences 
Donald W. Brown 
Technology, College of Engineering 
Arthur G. Carroll 
Biological Science, College of Arts and Science 
Calvin M. Cunningham 
Biological Science, College of Arts and Science 
Raymond D. Eikenbary 
Entomology, College.of Agriculture 
John E. Harvey 
Technology, College of Engineering 
Jerry G. Hurst 
Physical Science, College of Arts and Science 
Dean W. Irby 
Architecture, College of Engineering 
James B. Mickle 
Animal Science and Industry, College of Agriculture 
Michael D. Morris 
Technology, ·College~ of. Engineering 
Robert M. Reed 
Agronomy, College of Agriculture 
Jack W. Pritchard 
Agricultural Education,College·of Agriculture 
Jerry Wilhm 
Biological Science, College of Arts and Scienc.e 
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